Abstract-In this letter, we generalize the well-known index coding problem to exploit the structure in the source-data to improve system throughput. In many applications (e.g., multimedia), the data to be transmitted may lie (or can be well approximated) in a low-dimensional subspace. We exploit this low-dimensional structure of the data using an algebraic framework to solve the index coding problem (referred to as subspaceaware index coding) as opposed to the traditional index coding problem which is subspace-unaware. Also, we propose an efficient algorithm based on the alternating minimization approach to obtain near optimal index codes for both subspace-aware and -unaware cases. Our simulations indicate that under certain conditions, a significant throughput gain (about 90%) can be achieved by subspace-aware index codes over conventional subspace-unaware index codes.
Subspace-Aware Index Codes I. INTRODUCTION I NDEX coding with side-information (ICSI) [1] [2] [3] , is a problem, where a server has N stored messages that it can broadcast over a noiseless channel to a set of receivers or clients. Each client has a subset of the N messages as side information, and requests a subset of messages that it needs from the server. The objective of the ICSI problem is to devise an optimal coding strategy that minimizes the number of broadcast transmissions made by the server to satisfy the requirements of all the clients. The optimality criterion of an index code is its code length. The optimal index code length, i.e., the minimum number of transmissions required from the server for successful recovery of the desired information at the clients, was first characterized in [1] and [2] as the minimum rank of a matrix that represents the side-information graph [2] . A method to construct index codes by solving a matrix completion problem was presented in [4] . In many practical scenarios, users possess coded side information (CSI) [5] ; and index codes for linear CSI were studied in [5] and [6] . Index codes over real field and their construction methods are investigated in [7] and [8] . Considering index codes over the Manuscript received February 16, 2017; revised April 6, 2017; accepted April 8, 2017 . Date of publication April 12, 2017 ; date of current version June 19, 2017. This work was supported in part by the NSF under Grant ECCS 1609916, and in part by the U.S. Department of Energy by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract DEAC52-07NA27344 (LLNL-JRNL-718227). The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was R. C. real field enables the use of efficient optimization techniques to construct near optimal index codes. Further, it was shown in [9] that network codes are equivalent to index codes. Thus, one can construct an optimal network code by constructing an optimal index code for the equivalent problem. Network codes over real field are discussed in [10] and [11] . The source-data encountered in many practical systems such as data caching, images, video streaming, big-data storage and processing, can be well approximated using a lower dimensional linear subspace [12] [13] [14] (and references therein). Motivated by such applications, we propose a technique to construct index codes when the source-data belongs to a lower dimensional linear subspace. More specifically, the main contributions of this letter can be summarized as follows.
• We generalize the index coding problem with coded (and/or uncoded) side information to exploit the lowdimensional structure that may be present in the data.
• We establish bounds on the gain achieved by subspaceaware index codes over subspace-unaware case.
• We design subspace-aware/unaware index codes with coded/uncoded side information in a unified optimization framework.
• Finally, we provide theoretical guarantees and simulation results on the performance of the proposed techniques. The notations followed in the rest of this letter are: rk(.) denotes the rank of a matrix, span(.) denotes a vector space spanned by a set of vectors, (.) † denotes the pseudo-inverse of a matrix, and . F denotes the Frobenius norm of a matrix.
II. PROBLEM SETUP Consider a network with U users and a data source (DS). Let N denote the total number of data packets involved in a transmission instance, P denote the size of each data packet, x i denote the data in the ith packet, x i ∈ R P for i = 1, 2, . . . , N, and
The jth user requests V j number of packets from the DS, R j is the set of all indices of the requested data packets by the jth user, |R j | = V j for j = 1, 2, . . . , U, and x R j denotes the PV j ×1 information vector requested by the jth user. Each user possesses a linearly coded side information. Let M j denote the length of the CSI and S j ∈ R PM j ×PN denote the side information coding matrix for the user j, 0 ≤ M j < N. The CSI of the jth user is given by the vector S j x. When the jth user has uncoded side information (USI), the side information consists of M j data packets, and the non-zero columns of S j form an identity matrix of dimension
If the vector x belongs to a low-dimensional subspace, then x = Tw, where T ∈ R PN×PD (1 ≤ D < N) is the matrix of basis vectors of the low-dimensional subspace, w ∈ R PD , and rk(T) = PD.
Goal: Knowing R j , matrices S j and subspace structure T for j = 1, 2, . . . , U, the goal is to have the DS broadcast the 2162-2345 c 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
least number of coded data packets to U users such that each user is able to successfully decode the requested packets. Let y [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y L ] T ∈ R PL be the data vector transmitted by the DS. Now, each user needs to decode
Assuming linear decoding, the jth user performs the decoding as Problem: Find a matrix C ∈ R PL×PN such that
We refer to the matrix C as the L-length index code. For a given {R j }, {S j }, and T, the matrix C with the least number of rows L * satisfying the condition in (1) is the optimal index code and L * is the optimal index code length. 1 III. OPTIMAL INDEX CODE LENGTH An important step towards solving the problem stated in Section II is to identify the minimum length of the index code. Without loss of generality, we assume P = 1. Let R j be a
Since x = Tw and w can be any arbitrary vector in R D , from (1) and (2), we can write B j CT = (R j − A j S j )T, ∀j. This can be expressed succinctly as
where
Now, the optimal index code is the matrix C that satisfies (3) and has the least value of L(> 0). Since C has only linearly independent rows, the rank of C is L. Therefore, the goal is to minimize rk(C) such that (3) is satisfied.
Note: When index coding is performed without the knowledge of the underlying subspace (we refer to this scenario as the subspace-unaware case) or when the data is not low-dimensional, we have T = I. 
Further, by Sylvester's rank inequality,
From (3), (5) and (6), rk(BCT) = rk( RT) = rk(CT). Now, from Sylvester's rank inequality, we get
Since, N − D is a fixed positive value, minimizing rk( RT) minimizes the upperbound on rk(C), thereby reducing rk(C).
We use this approach of minimizing rk( RT) to construct index codes for low-dimensional data. Further, when CT has full row-rank (i.e., rk(CT) = L), we have rk(CT) = rk(C). For subspace-unaware case, we have rk(C) = rk( R) [6] .
A. Throughput Gain
The length of the optimal subspace-aware index codes is defined as the following
Next, we characterize the throughput gain obtained using subspace-aware index codes.
Theorem 1:
The length of the optimal linear index code obtained for the subspace-aware case is less than or equal to the length of the optimal linear index code obtained for the subspace-unaware case.
Proof: LetL min A rk( R) be the optimal subspaceunaware linear index code length, and A arg min A rk( R). Now,
Corollary 1:
The length of the optimal linear index code obtained in the subspace-aware case can be bounded as
Proof: By Sylvester's rank inequality, for any matrix A,
The proof follows from (9) and Theorem 1.
IV. CONSTRUCTION OF SUBSPACE-AWARE INDEX CODES
It is well-known that the optimization problem in (8) is NPhard. In order to solve (8), we make a practical assumption that the users can tolerate a decoding error of at most . That is,
Algorithm 1 Subspace-Aware Index Code Design
return {A j (t + 1)} U j=1 7: else 8: t ← t + 1 9: return to Step 2 10: end if
Note that, subspace-unaware case with USI can be seen as special cases of (8) . Index codes over real field for this case has been studied previously in [7] . It is known that a subspaceunaware linear index code matrix can be obtained by solving a matrix completion problem [6] , [7] . However, the optimization problem in (8) is more challenging compared to the conventional matrix completion problems. This is due to the fact that an indeterminate element in A affects multiple entries in the resultant RT matrix in (8), which is not the case in conventional matrix completion problems.
A. Construction Algorithm for Index Codes
Let
T be a rank r matrix and Z j ∈ R V j ×D . Now, the optimization problem can be formulated as
We solve the optimization problem in (11) for a range of values of r and choose the minimum value of r for which the optimization was feasible (i.e., all the constraints were satisfied) as the length of the index code (L * ).
We factorize Z as Z = XY, where X ∈ R ( j V j )×r , and Y ∈ R r×D . The optimization problem in (11) is not convex in X, Y and A simultaneously; however, it is convex in X (or Y or A) when the rest of the optimization variables are fixed. In fact, here, each of the sub-problems can be solved in a closed form. Note that, Z is a rank r approximation of RT (with an error of , i.e., Z − RT F ≤ ; index codes over R enable us to obtain such a rank r approximation). The steps in solving this optimization problem are listed in Algorithm 1. The alternating minimization method is guaranteed to converge to a locally optimum solution for a sufficiently large number of iterations [15] .
Let Z be the matrix formed by choosing the L * linearly independent rows of Z. Now, we set CT = Z. At every transmission instant, if the low-dimensional vector w is available at the DS, then the matrix CT can be used for index coding to generate y = CTw, else the matrix CTT † is used (since
B. Decoding Error Analysis Theorem 2:
For an index code constructed using the proposed algorithm such that Z − RT F ≤ , the decoding error is bounded above by .
Proof: Let Rx be the vector decoded at the receivers. Then, the decoding error is
where the values of the matrices A and CT( = Z) are obtained from Algorithm 1. We choose B such that Z = B Z. This is possible due to the following reason. Without loss of generality, we can express
whereZ is the matrix of j V j −L linearly dependent rows of Z. Therefore, the rows ofZ are in the span(rows of Z), i.e.,Z = G Z for some matrix
Further, without loss of generality, we assume w 2 ≤ 1. Now, from (12) , the decoding error can be bounded as
Remark 1:
The matrices Z andZ can be easily obtained from Z using one of the many commonly known techniques such as using QR decomposition, and G =Z Z † .
Remark 2:
In the proposed decoding strategy, the users need not be aware of the subspace matrix T for decoding. Using the matrix D j , each user can directly decode x R j .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Here, we present numerical results for the proposed index code construction algorithm and analyze its performance.
A. Comparison
First, we consider the index coding problem with USI from [7] , where U = 4, R i = {i} for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and The rank of this matrix is 2, which is the optimal index code length for this problem as given in [7] . We obtain the index code for this problem by choosing the linearly independent rows in the above matrix. The index code thus obtained is 
B. Simulation Results
We simulated a simple multicast video-streaming scenario with N = 20 source-data packets and U = 20 users requesting |R j | = 5 data packets, each. We evaluated the index code length averaged over several instances for four different casesnamely, (1) DS is subspace-unaware and the SI is uncoded, (2) DS is subspace-unaware and the SI is coded, (3) DS is subspace-aware and SI is uncoded, and (4) DS is subspaceaware and the SI is coded. For fair comparison, we consider the same requirement matrix R for all the cases.
In Figure 1 , we plot the average index code length obtained using our proposed algorithm for different subspace dimensions fixing the SI length at each user to be M j = 15. We see that when the source-data is low-dimensional, the average index code lengths obtained for the subspace-aware cases are significantly less than that of the subspace-unaware cases. The average index code lengths for the subspace-unaware cases are 7 (CSI) and 12.4 (USI). Whereas, in subspaceaware case, for D < 9, the average index code length is 1.1. Therefore, subspace-aware index codes reduce the transmissions required by about 91% for the USI case and by about 85% for the CSI case. Also, for 9 ≤ D < 20, we observe that the subspace-aware index codes consistently outperform the subspace-unaware index codes by considerable margin.
In Figure 2 , we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm for varying SI lengths (M j ) and fixing the subspace dimension at D = 15. As before, we can see that the subspaceaware index codes have significant throughput gains over the subspace-unaware index codes in both the USI and CSI cases. For instance, when M j = 10, the subspace-aware cases (both USI and CSI) have an average index code length that is at least 30% smaller than that of the subspace-unaware cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we studied a generalization of the index coding problem that exploits source-data's structure to improve the system-throughput. We analytically characterized the length of the subspace-aware index codes and proposed an algorithm to obtain near optimal index codes. We showed that this approach significantly outperforms the conventional approaches when the source-data belongs to a low-dimensional subspace. Index coding for the case when the source-data belongs to a nonlinear subspace or manifold is an interesting direction for future research.
